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 While Madagascar continues to remain relatively calm, the past couple months have seen an increase in 
conflict driven by non-government actors and a corresponding drop in country stability not seen since early 2006. The 
rise in conflict in 2005 and 2006 was tied to opposition activity and inflation, particularly in the rice and oil sectors 
(see Madagascar Update 2_2005). Today the primary drivers are tied to political posturing of primarily non-

government actors, the government clamp-down on opposition corruption, and 
energy. Political issues are closely tied to the presidential elections of 3 December 
2006 and the constitutional referendum of 4 April 2007. The December elections 
were subject to both domestic and international monitors and came off without any 
significant events. Cries of voter fraud did not resonate with the monitors or the 
population. The elections handed President Marc Ravalomanana a relatively easy 
victory. As the improving trend in Domestic Government Events indicates, efforts to 
neutralize potential sources of instability were successful and all that remained was 
a claim by the Comité National pour l’Observation des Elections (CNOE), the 
Catholic Church, and others that voter registry remained an obstacle to unfettered 
participation. In the aftermath of the elections, opposition voices were significantly 
weakened. President Ravalomanana led support for the constitutional revisions and 
there was poor organization to the “no” camp. The constitutional revisions passed 
73.29 percent to 26.71 percent with a low (for Madagascar) 42 percent turnout rate, 

which was still higher than the turnout for the adaptation of the current constitution (see Madagascar Update 
1_2007). On 11 April, 28 opposition leaders, including Roland Ratsiraka and former National Assembly President Jean 
Lahiniriko, contested the referendum. On 16 April 2007, the opposition presidential candidate and Toamasina mayor, 
Roland Ratsiraka, was accused of bribery by the Court of Justice and subsequently arrested then jailed. Opposition 
leaders accused the administration of using severe courts against challengers while the administration attests to the 
independence of the judiciary and the significance of the charges. On 18 April, Ratsiraka’s supporters started 
demonstrating in support of him in Toamasina. Seven people were arrested for pillaging shops on 21 April and by 23 
April authorities refused to allow the opposition to demonstrate in favor of Ratsiraka. This downward trend has 
reinvigorated ethnic or, more accurately, pseudo-ethnic tensions in both Toamasina and the capital, Antananarivo 
(see FAST Quarterly Update 3_2004). On 19 April, Ratsiraka supporters in Toamasina threatened to push ethnic 
Merinas back to their home region of Antananarivo. In April and May the opposition held government demonstrations 
in the cities of Sambava, Mahajanga and Tulear as well, resulting in the arrest of some fifty opposition members in 
Tulear (home region of Jean Lahiniriko). Also opposition members threatened several Merina families in the city of 
Tulear on 1 May. On 24 May, leaflets by anonymous authors were distributed demanding those of coastal ethnicities 
leave Antananarivo. The opposition accused the president’s Tiako i Madagasikara (TIM) party of involvement in the 
leaflets while the TIM accused the opposition of creating the pamphlets as a form of ethnic manipulation. Meanwhile, 
demonstrations concerning the energy crisis in Madagascar have taken political, industrial and socio-economic forms. 
In Antsiranana, Mahajanga, and Tulear students took to the streets to protest electricity shortages. Opposition 
support for student protests and the arrests of students for encouraging ethnically-based riots in Tulear on 17 May 
further blurred the division of the energy and opposition issues. 

 

 The energy crisis continues to take industrial and socio-economic forms. Industrially, the problem continues to 
revolve around the ailing state water and power utility, JIRAMA (see Madagascar Update 2_2006, Madagascar 
Update 1_2005, and Madagascar Update 4_2004). The USD $10 million contribution from the World Bank on 13 July 
2006 and the 8 million Euro committed by the French Development Agency on 8 May 2007 are important to the short 
term fiscal stability in the company; yet they have neither resolved the crisis concerning the fundamental balance of 
payments within the company nor the JIRAMA leadership crisis. The German company Lahmeyer, which held the 
JIRAMA management contract for two years until 31 March 2007, was blacklisted by the World Bank for a corruption 
scandal related to the Lesotho Highland Water Project. The contract was therefore not renewed. Bernhard Rohman, 
JIRAMA’s director general, was allowed to stay on for the (current) transition period but he continues to be in conflict 
with JIRAMA Chairman of the Board and Minister of Energy, Patrick Ramiaramanana. A scandal over JIRAMA’s over-
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billing (by as much as 600 percent) continues in the second quarter of 2007. While a management concession is 
currently up for bid, President Ravalomanana has made it clear that plans to privatize the organization are on 
indefinite hold. The socio-economic problem for JIRAMA is that its fiscal challenges have led to workers questioning 
the pay scale and a strike (in April 2007). The strike was suspended on 3 May as management conceded to some of 
the demands. Even while the cost of crude oil globally continues to stymie small cities and towns in Madagascar 
dependent on diesel generators for electricity, the oil and mining sectors have been growing tremendously. The 
international market research firm Research and Markets saw enough of a demand as to add a Madagascar Energy 
Report to their offerings. In March 2007 Madagascar Oil (based in Houston, USA) signed an USD $85 million deal with 
Credit Suisse for exploration. To date 61 wells have been drilled in the 1 billion barrel Tsimiroro Block and there is an 
estimated 16.6 billion barrels in the Bemolanga Block, which Madagascar Oil is working to finance. Pumping is 
expected to start in late 2007. Concurrently QMM, the majority owned by Rio Tinto, is getting closer to seeing its 
2005-2006 investment of USD $650 million in ilmenite mining in the south prosper. This project is closely tied to the 
World Bank’s southern “Integrated Growth Pole” project. In May the World Bank announced that is will provide USD 
$8 million and Norway USD $6 million in support of oil and mining governance to strengthen accountability and 
transparency in the oil and mining sectors. This is critical for Challenge 7 of President Ravalomanana’s Madagascar 
Action Plan, which calls for an increase in extractive industries for development ends (see Madagascar 1_ 2007). 

 

 President Ravalomanana has enjoyed consistent international support since his initial investiture in 2002. 
Humanitarian aid for cyclone relief continued through April (see Madagascar 1_Update 2007). The World Bank 
approved an IDA funding package of USD $165.5 million on 2 April for a regional communications infrastructure 
project that includes Madagascar. On 11 April, the IDA offered USD $5 million to a Madagascar micro-credit program. 
The U.S. offered USD $700,000 that same week to support the government’s anti-corruption organization, BIANCO. 
On 2 May, the African Development Bank announced a USD $150 million for the Dynatec Company to mine cobalt 
and nickel in Ambatovy. On 23 May, the World Bank promised another USD $38.6 million to support President 
Ravalomanana’s Madagascar Action Plan. President Ravalomanana continued to hold successful meetings in the 
second quarter of 2007 including representatives from Austria, Germany, the U.S, and China. The constitutional 
revisions in April, while producing controversy at home, have quieted international critics who were expecting 
institutionalization of his reforms, particularly his decentralization program. There have, however, been some new 
challenges. Most international criticism has focused on the opposition, including an unusually strong comment on 23 
May from the US Ambassador accusing opposition leaders of encouraging tribalism. However, the EU representative, 
Jean Claude Boidin, who had been vocal on constitutional reform, lent his support in April to those supporting 
electoral reform. There has also been an unusual rebuke of the Ravalomanana administration over the expulsion of 
Father Sylvain Urfer, a Jesuit Priest serving poor Malagasy communities for over three decades. 

 

 While country stability has dipped, in the short to medium term President Ravalomanana will remain firmly in 
control. His ability to go after opposition leaders, whether for the improprieties as the administration claims or for 
political reasons as the opposition claims, is a sign that following the results of the presidential elections and the 
constitutional referendum, little challenge can be mounted. Challenges produced by JIRAMA, the oil and mining 
wealth distribution and anti-corruption investigations would make it difficult for any president facing a virulent 
opposition. However, this works well for President Ravalomanana in implementing his reforms and for investors 
seeking safety in their short to medium term investments. There is a window of opportunity because the biggest 
obstacle to success is perceived by investors seeking their return and by a population seeking development as being 
infrastructure. There are, however, two reasons for remaining pessimistic. First, the increasing rate of power 
consolidation in the presidency – personally and institutionally – will continue to require careful observation, 
particularly after the constitutional shift. Second, the regional stratification of support for Ravalomanana in the 2006 
elections (see Madagascar Update 2_2006) was even more pronounced in the referendum of 4 April. President 
Ravalomanana has a lot of work ahead to reverse his current direction and bring in the provinces. In the short to 
medium term, enough of the population appears to be affording him the opportunity to lead more inclusively. Long 
term prospects, it seems, will largely be tied to not only to the depth but the breadth of success President 
Ravalomanana achieves and how he wields his virtually uncontested power.  


